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STUD - MS21259 (AN666)
The MS21259 series stud end fittings from Loos Cableware® Division are manufactured
from stainless steel in accordance with MIL-DTL-781 to the strict standards
of MS21259 and are certified to that standard.
Loos Cableware® Division offers a full range of sizes in this part series of stainless steel
swage fittings.
MS21259 cable fittings are used throughout the cable and wire rope industry in applications
where a cable must be terminated with a swage fitting that will exceed the minimum
breaking strength of the cable onto which it is swaged.
MIL-DTL-781: YES
MADE IN THE USA: YES
DFARS COMPLIANT: YES

* Denotes Stock Item
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LOCKING STUD - MS21260
The MS21260 Series Locking Studs are manufactured from stainless steel in
accordance with the requirements of MLI-DTL-781 and are certified to these
standards. Loos Cableware® Division offers a full line of the MS21260 Locking studs
in both left hand and right hand threads and is a QPL manufacturer of these parts.
MIL-DTL-781: YES
MADE IN THE USA: YES
DFARS COMPLIANT: YES

* Denotes Stock Item. Non-stock items subject to reasonable delivery, depending on current manufacturing lead time. When ordering: specify Part No. and diameter of cable
hardware it is to fit. * AN669 same as MS21260 but without slotted end
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LOCKING STUD - MS21260
(continued)

* Denotes Stock Item. Non-stock items subject to reasonable delivery, depending on current manufacturing lead time. When ordering: specify Part No. and diameter of cable
hardware it is to fit. * AN669 same as MS21260 but without slotted end
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INVISIWARE® STUD
Type 316 Stainless Steel - Moly Coated

This part is swaged onto the end of the THREAD cable and used with the Invisiware® Receiver. The threaded surface is
coated with a baked-on molybdenum-based dry film lubricant, to prevent the threads from galling when tensioned.

INVISIWARE® RECEIVER WITH INVISIWARE® STUD
The Invisiware® Receiver with Invisiware®
Stud combination is a concealed, swaged,
tensioning, through-the-post-mounted fitting
that is suitable for level runs. Receivers and
studs are available for 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”,
5/16”, and 3/8” diameter 1x19 stainless
steel cable; 1/8” and 3/16” sizes are also
suitable for pitched applications.
The Invisiware® Receiver with Invisiware®
Stud can be used with any other fitting on
the opposite end of the run. This fitting is
placed and concealed within a pre-drilled
hole in the metal end post. The Receiver is
furnished with a Delrin® washer that is
installed between the shoulder of the fitting
and the end post to protect the surface of
the finish of the end post as tension is
applied. The stud is swaged onto one end
of the cable and is inserted and threaded
into the Receiver installed in the end post.
Tension is created by rotating the Receiver
(with a hex wrench inserted into its
broached end) and drawing the Stud into
the Receiver.

Invisiware® Receiver Dimensions

This fitting in 1/8” and 3/16” cable sizes can
also be used in pitched applications using
Framing Options for Invisiware® Receiver
the same method (including a horizontally
drilled hole) described previously. This
fitting is commonly paired with a Pull-Lock®
on the opposite end of the run. The
Receiver/Pull-Lock® terminal combination is
available in our 1/8” and 3/16” kit offerings.

